Postural tremor was recorded from psychiatric patients who had been treated with phenothiazine or butyrophenone neuroleptic drugs. None of the patients had previously been diagnosed as having extrapyramidal dysfunction. A significant number of these patients had abnormally low tremor frequencies. Low frequency tremors are often associated with Parkinson's disease (PD) so that some of these patients may have early signs of drug induced Parkinsonism (DIP). The results indicate that DIP is not necessarily characterised by a bilateral slow frequency tremor, but may initially be similar to idiopathic PD, even though its cause and prognosis are different.
One symptom of idiopathic PD is often slow frequency resting and postural tremor (4-6 Hz).' In healthy subjects the size of tremor may vary greatly. According to one study2 postural tremor size has a 23 fold range, and a more recent study has shown that the range may be as much as 100.3 This variation implies that there is a considerable overlap between the tremor size of some apparently healthy people and patients with neurological disorders. In the general population there will be some people with a large tremor which may, or may not, be an indication of neurological disease.
The peak frequency of tremor is a much more stable parameter. In normal subjects frequencies of This study was not designed as a clinical investigation of the side effects of a specific type or dose of drug. The intention was to screen a large group of patients who had all been treated with one category of drug to determine whether a significant number had developed abnormal tremor, compared with an age-matched control group who had not been exposed to drugs of this type.
Methods
Forty nine patients were investigated, twenty three were male. The age range was 18 to 69 (mean 54.3) years. Patients were chosen who had been treated with neuroleptic drugs of the phenothiazine or butyrophenone types for at least one month in the previous year. As is typically the case, a wide range of types and doses of psychoactive drugs, had also been administered to these patients. These patients were compared with a large, age and sex matched control group of apparently healthy subjects (154) taken from the general population. Informed consent from the subjects was obtained and the study was approved by the hospital ethical committee.
Postural wrist tremor was recorded simultaneously and bilaterally by solid state accelerometers (ICS 3021) which were attached to the tip of the middle finger of each hand.5 The subject sat in a comfortable chair with the elbow flexed at approximately 90°. The pronated forearms were held in a cradle of "Velcro" straps. The cradle terminated at the wrist joint so that the hand and fingers were unsupported-the subject was asked to use minimal force to hold the hands approximately horizontal with the fingers slightly abducted. Following amplification and low pass filtering, data were sampled at 100 Hz and stored on disc. A record lasted 80 seconds. Fourier analysis was performed to extract two parameters: 1) The peak frequency of the tremor and 2) The size of the tremor (acceleration) at the peak frequency. To ensure that the frequency spectrum was representative of the whole epoch, the record was divided into 30 overlapping slices (10 seconds) w-hich were individually analysed.
The average of these thirty slices was used for the subsequent analysis. In this study it was not possible to link the development of low frequency tremor with a particular drug as a large range of medications had been used.
In the control group, which was a large, apparently healthy population a small number of individuals showed tremor frequencies that were slightly abnormal. This may be the first subclinical manifestation of disease. We do not know whether any of the control subjects involved in this group were taking or had even taken medication which may predispose to tremor, or suppress it. However, such drugs change the size of the tremor, not the frequency. Postural tremor frequency may also slow with age.9 10 In conclusion, a sensitive tremor recording device can be a useful aid in the earlier detection and diagnosis of DIP. 
